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a PREFACE

This Summary Report is a condensation hf the British Calombia Science,

Assessment 1982, General Report which-is available from the Learning Assessment

Branch, MinistrY of/Education: These repdrts present data and recommendations

relative to-the status of science education in the schools'of British Columbia.
4

Achievement and attitudes of pupils were assessed at Grades 4,8, and 12 and

in'cluded an approximate 2,000 pupil sample at Grade 10. hi general, attitudes of

r pupils towards var'ious aspect of science were quite pcksitive. However, adlieve-
.

ment, as judged by inforled members of variout panels, was rated low.

The achievement data and responses of teachers to questionnaires dealing

with science teaching copditions were studied by the Contract Team and the

Science Assessment Advisory ComMittee. A number of recommendations evolved.

'
These are presented ift Chapter 4 of this réport.

It is the hope bfthe Contract Team that the Ministry of Education, the
,

universities, the teaching profession and the public at large will seriously

cons:icier and act ypon,these
relatively'conservative recommendations..

-^1

Hugh.Taylor
for the Contract Team

;'
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CHAPTER 1
,

1982,SCIENCE ASSEiSMENT: PURPOSES AND ORGANIZATION

1.1 'Purposes of 1982 British Columbia Science Assessment

' During the spring of 1982, oter 80 000 students and nearly 2000 teachers in,British Columbja particjpated in the 1982 Science Assessment. The assessment wasthe second evaluation i'n the area of science, the first occurring in 1978. The
assessments Were part of the continuous aSsessment cycle in various subject areasof the school.curriculUm and were conducted bx the Learning Assessment Branch,British Columbia Ministry of Educatolon. In general, the basic purpose ofassessments is to ensure that important decisions about education' are based on
reliable and va1i,f1 current data concerning'both the learnivg conditions and pupil
achievement at provincial and school district levels. )'

The 1982 Science Assessment was also planned to provide 'information topersons ,involved in scienca educatioh in British Columbia. Therefore, thefollowing Aims formed a_framework around which the assessment was designed:
:

1. Establishment of baseline provincial and school,. district student
achievement dlata on selected domains rated as priorities in the

, .updated Science Curriculum Guides.

2. Provision of provincial and school district data on changes
student achievement on Curriculum Guide objectiVes in selected
domains fromCthe 1978 Science Assessment.

3. Development of.a bank of B.C. curriculum-related test items for
subsequent production of achievement instruments for,optional
use by claSsroom

,
teachers as part of their evaluation of

students.

4. Documentation of current classroogi practices and identification
of significant changes since the 1978 assessment.

5. AseSSment of the extent to which change has taken place.in the
non-achievement ,areas (e.g., facilities, equipment, 6upplies,
attitudes) 'which were identifi .as concerns in 1978.

c,

6% Identification -of the current context within'which science
curricula are used.

7. Examination of initial reactions to changesfrevisions/Updates in
kience curricula since 1978.

I
,

c

t

,

.V



1.2 Organization of the 1982 Science Assessment

The assessment was a cooperative enterprise which inCluded over one hundred,
individuals from varibus parts of British Columbia. The vast majority of parti-

cipants involved in the planning,, development and coMpletion of the assessMe.nt
Were practising science teachers. Names of the various participants are lfsted-

at the beginning of this report and in the Appendices.

The assessment was .accomplished through Vie activities of three major

groups: the Learning Assessment Branth, a Contract Team, and a Tbchnical Agency

(see Figure 1). The main reSponsibilittes Of these groups are briefly described

in the following three sections.

Learning Assessment Branch

Advisory Committee
Technical Sub-Obmmittee
Provincial Review Panels
Provincial Interpretation Panels

Contract Team iTechnical Agency..11

Other personn'el within the ,

Ministry
School Districts'

Other prdvincial educational
organizations

4

Filure 1. Organizational structure of the 1982 Science Assessment
I

1.2.1 Uearning Assessment Branch

The Learning Assessment &ranch, Ministry of Education was responsible for,

and coordinated, all activities. These ,included, among others:

establishing the terms of reference for the Contract Team and
Technical Agency and coordinating the selection of these groups

'chairing the Advisory Committee and the Technical Sub-Committee

arranging and conducting the PrOvincial Review and Interpreta-
tion Panels

4

, - printing all survey instruments and final provincial repores

coordinating all 'neces'sary arrangements with districts and

sclloplvfor the conOluct of the assessment

1

s.

0.



a.

2 , Contrac Team

The' .Contract T eam consisted of three members of the Faculty of 'Education,thriversity of Victoria and a science teacher from the Greater Victoria SchoolDistrict: The specific responsibiii.ties of the Contract Team included:

, developing instruments appropriate for assessing student learn-
ing on 'a province-wide basis, including amplifying curriculuobjecti ves , devel opi ng a pool ,of _achi evement items, and
generatii4final achievement,forms ba's,ed on feedback from pr.o-
vincial Review Panels and pilot survey results

designing z 'Table of Specifications 'for the achiefFnent suryeyinstruments used at grades 8 and:10/12

developing (terns for, constructing 'sti:anids tests at. the grade_ 3/4
and 7/8 levels

developing isnstruments suitable for a survey of imitructionalpractices.'

preparing contents Of instruments for. the pilot phase

paiticipatfng as resource -personnel duOng 'the Interpretation
Panels

developing and prep'arT1ovinci al reports of methods,, results,
and recomniendations, including a SuMmary Report and a detailed
professional General Report

1.2:3 Technical Agency

The Techni_cal, Agency 'consistecl of personnel from B.C. Research, the techni-ca.l operation Of the independent , tith ---Colatj_klesea r:cit,,Counci.1%
ocated, on the Campus of the liniversitS; of. British Columbia. SpeFffic respOnsi-bi-liti es of the Technical Agency included;

developing selection :criteria for bui lding final
survey forms .

printing, packaginp. di'Stributinb, 'and' collecting
for the pi lot phase

scoring arid analyzing pilot data ,. . It
-packoging, distributing and -collecting all final survey forms

scoring, analyzing, and preparing reports of analyses of final
. data 5...

4

'achievem nt ;

ins rumenis

1

3
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designing, preparing, printing, and distributing district and
independent schools reports of assessment results'.

conducting follow-up analyse§ of a specif-rc nature to identify
areas of tht province or grouips of students requiring assis-

,.
,tance

1.2.4 Advisory Committee,

An Advisory, Committee, convened by the Ministry of. Education, guided the
Contract Tetm by givinggadvice on the science content under consideration, pro-
viding advice for the development of all suryey materials, and assisting at,\

Review Panel and Interpretation Panel meetings. The members of the Advisory
Committee were selected from across the province 0to reflect a cross-section of
opinion on die areas of science being assessed. !

-The Advisory Committee was composed of:

practising teachers afld administrators

teacher educators

40 a School Board Trustee

chtirman of the Contract Team

e

':'repreSentttiVes"'4 the-Technical Agenty

representatives of the Learning Assessment Branh

Advisory Committee members in the. first three categories sat as, informed

individuals and not as representatives bfs'pecifiC organizations..

1.2'.5 Technical Sub-Committee

The TechniZal-Sub-Commtitee consisted_of_ a _technical cordinator from the
Learning Avessment Branch, theTZTairman 'of the Contract Team, repres-ettat-i-ve

of the Technical Agency,.and the. chairman of the Advisory Committee. The sub-

coMmittee served as...a foram for detailed discussions on issues of,a technical and

statistical nature:

1.2.6 Review:Panels

In late August, 1981, a series of meetings was held in4 various parts of

Bri,tish Columbia for the purpose of reviewing materials produced by the Contract
Team. . Over 50 individuals participated in the various Review Panels (see

Appendix A).. These panels, chaired by members of the Advisory Committee, were
omposed of practising teachers/administratqrs as well as subject matter

ecialists.Nk



A
0

The main ta0( of'the Gview Panels was to judge, with the use of specially
Jdesigned-rating scaleg, all of 4he potential 'expanded objectives, achievement

\
stAey 'items and attitude/opinion atements. The panel ratings proved va16able
0 the Contragf,ifeim wo used them to ,either'omit, or reviTe and improve the
quality of the vatious items prior' to the, pilot phas.

1.2.7 Provincial Interpretation' Panels

In early June, 1982, the Learning Assessment Branch convened provincial
Interpretation Panels to evaluate proVincial results for each level of the
science program4assessed.

Interpretation Panels (see Appendix B) were coMposed of:

practising teachers/administratoA from all levels of ftheeduca-
*

tion system

. .
teacher educators

\ -

members of interested and informed groups
..

trustees, parents, and members of the public

Panelists received, in advance of their first meeting, a copy of the.Takle
of Specification's and a copy of the achfeVqment survey items classified in terms
of learning ob'jectives. Prior to the first session, panelists were asked,,t6
resppnd to the items and, for each, set percentage figures for "acceptable" and
"desirable" evels of performance for the province as a, whole, based on the per-
centage of students they felt should be- able to correctly answer each item.

At their first session; panelists ware giyen copies of the actual,1982
results for each item in terms of the propbrtion of students who answered the
item correctly (p-value). They were.then asked to ind.Nidually rate the perfor-
mances by comparing the actual results with their previously estimated acCeptable
and desirable levels. Ratings were made on a five-point scale from "Weak" to
"Stron4m:":-Thes'e-ratinp,were discussed in small groups and then in one large ,

group in an attempt to reach a consensus. Both cohsensus and minority views were
,recorded.-

At a final session, groups-of panelists were asked to develop rattngs (on
the same five-point scale) for each of the objectives and domains assessed and to
contribute interpretive comments and recommendations in light of the' provi4icial
performances. The ratings and cohc]usions of the various interpretation Panels
form important parts of future sections of this report.

5



CHAPTER 2,

SCIENCE PUPILS: ATTITUDES.AND ACHIEVEMENT

.1 Teaching GOals and Assessment Domains and Oblectives

G

The 1982 SCience Assessment Was based on-the goals of-the British Columbia
scjence program as they were stated in the'1981 draft forms of the Elementary
Science Curriculum Guide Grades 1-7 11981) and the Junior Secondary Scidpce,
turriculum Draft Materials. The four goals may be called:

Goal A, Attitude

0 Goal B, Processes and Skills

Goal C, Knowledge

Goal,D, Thinking

From these goals, affective scaies and three Cognitive domains were defined
thereby ensurtng that the assessment results would reflect the British Columbia
science-curricula.

Sigure 2 illustrates the relationship between the curriculum goal, and
assessment domains." A few-sub-areas, shown in different typeface, /were not
inOuded, in the goal statements' but were ,added for assessment' Purposes (for

example, it seemed more appropriate to evaluate knowledge of safety procedures
,than toattempt to assess an attitude.toward safety).

2.2 Science PupiTs: -Attitudes, Interests and Opinions

The Brftish Columbia science curriculum guides, at both, the eLementaryand
secondary 1-eveq, encourage teachers to *help pupils develop positive4 stience
,attitudesi The guides suggest that opportunities should ,be provided to:

develop curios-ity about, and inieres't in trying to understand,
natural events

,

discUsshow scientific endeavour is important to.our society
.%

foster an appreciation of the impact of technology on the world

develop a more responsible attifude towards -self and spciety
through the examination of social and environmental issues

use scientific knowledge and skills to help clarify. personal -

..valUes and beliefs

7
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,discuss some science-related activities lwhich could be done
during leisure time

, deal with problems in an open-minded manner

Using these general statemenps as guidelines', the Contract Team developed anumber of affective 5cales, clusters and items. The following are brie
, descriTtions of the scales and item clusters along with examples of both positive
and negative statements used in the final forms. Most of the scales cohtainea 10
statements. ,The exceptions were School Science_at Grade 4 (7 items) and Science
and Society (12 items).

ahool Science

'Science Careers
*

' Scientists

Statements Were designed to assess pupils' generalized
attitude tmaard science as a school subiect. Care ,was
taken to eliminate references to important, but perhaps-too,
specific, types of activities that may have confounded the
interpretation of the scale. )-nretbre, activities such as
enjoying science laboratory work, going on science field
trips, or taking pride in doing careful -work in sciente
were mot conOdered'appropriate references in a.sgOle des-
igned-,to measure-, science as an interesting and valuable
s,chool subject.

Examples:

I like to study science in school.
I-do.not enjcy science.

An attempt was made to develop a questionnaire that would
measure ,willingness to enter a career in the field of
science.

Examples:

A career in science would be very satisfying.
Scientific work does nct interest me.'

Scientists, of course, differ as mu ch imtheir abilities
and personal characteristics as do members of any other
professional group. Therefore, as a concept, "5cientists"
cannot be considered unique and one would expect to encoun-

d1\ter great difficulty in developing a uni 'mensional scale.
However, allowing for this limitation, i was decided to
repeat some of the .tatements from the 1978 B.C. Science
Assessment and develop a scale related to, generalized
affective reactiOns to scientists.,

Examples:

Scientists have been very helpful to mankind.
Scientists are usually odd compared with most .people I

know.
.

9
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This scale was'developed to measure a broad'area that
cludes the, interrelationships and interdependencies

science, technologeand sodiety.

Examples:'
Scientific progress aod the progress of man.go together.
Science is not important ih everyday life*.

Science and Society
of

p.

Methods of Science

interest in
Science Topics

Specific Issues

Literature in science educatton shows Ithat the attitudinal
target entitled "Methods 'of Science" ts extremely comolex.
Therefore, this scale was developed to assess' a variety'of
cognitive and affective components.related to scientific
knowledge, the processeS of scientific inquiry 'and the

nature of scientific inquiry.

Examples: .

ScienceASAetting closer and closer to the truth.
When traditional beliefs are'in conflict.with scientific
discoveries, it'is'better to accept 'traditional beliefs.

e
Three 'topics were chosen in the areas of physical science,
biological science, earth/space Science and technology for

pypils in grades 4 a9d 8, to retpond to in term of how

interested they were in learning about tHe,topic. Dtffer-

ent topics based, oo.the content of the elementary and

junior secondary science ctirriculum guides were used at:the

two grade levels. ,

Bxamples:,
'Grade 4 . How animals live

.The moon and stars

Grade 8 Chemicals in foods
HOW computers work

This 4'em'cluster dealt with opinions about areas such as'

conservation, pollution, aniMal experimentation', creation

of,life and the use of herbicides/insecticisles. Ten eqUiv-
alent statements mere used at-both grade 8 and grade 10/12.

1B'fological

(Earth/Space )'

(Physical )

(Technology)

Examples:
Factories should be required to reduce smoke pollution
even if,Trices go up,
Scientists should conduct weriments on animals if they

*think people will be helped. '
Ifective results were calculated in the following manner: For each scale,

a pupil's raw score was determined by summing the weighted scores of all. the

items:' Responses were weighted 1 if a pupil chose' "Strongly Disagree" to 5 if

the choice was "Strongly Agree" for a positively worded statement. Negative

statements were weighted jn the opposite direction. The sum of the weighted

- 10 -
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responses was then"divided= by the number of items: Thus, individual mea scoresranged from 1 to 5. A frequency distribution was made of the mean sco Rs, andthey were then divided into, the fi%2e categories on the basis of the f lowingtual interval classification scheme:

Classification
Strongly Negative
Negative
Yeutral
Positive

Strongly Positive

'Mean Sure Range
1.00 - 1.80
1.81 - 2.60
2.61 - 3.40
3.41 - 4.20
4.21 - 5.010

The proportions of pupils obtaining scores within these intervals' are re-ported as percentagts ij Table 2.1. The table shows -that,on all scales, theproportion of pupil's r onding Ositively was geeater than the proportion fes-ponding negatively, and we may thus conclude that pupils at all grade level.s have
positive Atitudes toward most of the attitudinal objects. However, there is anexception, in.that pupils in Grade 8, 10 and. 12 definitely do not demonstrate ahigh integest,in pursuing a career in science. In fact, mean scores here werethe lowest obrained on the attitude scales. These results are unfortunate inview of the-probable increased need for scientifically talented personnel in ourfuture work force.

, The results of the.School Science scale show a slight increase in negativeaffect at the upper grades along with an intrease in the proportions within theneutral category. At these age levels, pupils are beginning to clarify their
,Ocational goals and to opt (or major study in areas other than science.

A Potpourri. of Attitudes, Interests and Opinions

Grade 4

About 80% of the Pupils feel that the study of science in school is.impor-
tant

t

'Boys like Physical Science and Technology topics

Gi rls 1 logy topics-

-Gratle 8

4,

Sixty percent of the girls and 47% of' the boys'a.gree that, or are undecided
,

as to whether or not, the planets determine one's success or failure in
life!

Sixty-seven percent of the boys and 59% of the.girls like to study science

Only 19% of the pupils would be willing to enter a sci-en tific career

SixtOpercent bf the pupils. (males = 71%, females = 48%) aro very interested
in learning how to work computers

- 11 -
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Table 2.1: Summary af Affective Seale Results by Gr,ade (Percentages)

Affective

Scale

School Scence

Scientists
i

Science anci

Satiety

1

Careers in
Science

Methods of
Science

Grade

Classification
Stronly Strongly'

Negative ,Negative Neutral Positive Pbsiti.ve

4

8

2.2

1.7 9.1

17.0

26.0

42.5
49.0

28.7

14.2' 1

10 2.0 - 10.8. 28.5 45.5 13.2

12 2.3 12.8 30.8 42.5 11.5

8 0.2 1.8 24.2 65.1 8.6

10 ' 0.3 2.2 28.2 63.0 6. I

12. 0.1 -2.1 30.5 61.4, 5.5 ,

8. 6.3 . 4.0 -28..2 57.7 9.6

10 0.1 3.0 23.1 63.2 10.3

12 0.2 2.2 22.2 . 62.5 12.7

8 3.6 19.9 36.2 32,4 7.7 )\

10 6.3 22.8 i 34.i 28.5 .7.6 .

12 5.1 22.6 35,6 27.7 . 8.8 .

. ,

10 o.q, 1.0 27.8 67.0 4.1

12 M.0 0.9 31.0 64.3 3,6

Grades 10 and 12

Boys to a greater extent than girls claim to use scientific ideas or facts

in th'eir everyday 1 ives

,Only 18% of the pupils, in Grade 10 and 21% in.Grade 12 would be satisfied to t

spend their' lives as scientists

N,
Boys have cons'iderably more faith ),n tschnology,than do 'girls.

,

Pupi ls are oyerwliesailOY favour of caliServing e4lergy,- but ape-flat_ irL
fayour QS having hlghway speed ilights reduced

Pupils, are equally 'prO, con, and undecided on supporting research related to

genetic engineering

r
- 12 -
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2.3 Science Pupils: Achievement

Three assessment.forms, ,Y, and Z), each containing'different athievement
'terns, were administered at Grades 4 and 8, and tido forms (X and Y) were adminis-

,
,,. tered at Grade 12. A total of over 80 000 pupils wrote the.various assessmentforms. The actual numbers of pupils involved are shown in Table 2.2.

f

Ta-Dle 2.2: Pupil Participation in the Assessment

Form Total

X

...

4 9 330 9 310 9 304 , ,27 944
-,8 _9 917 9 917 9 86c

. , , 29 699 ''

10 986 1004- 1 990
12 ,

_

1 063 . 11 047 22 110

7
Table 2.3, shows the tof11,-number Of ,items assoctated with the various

omains and objectives within each of the three main ,grade, levels.

Three'Inter'pretation Panels, one for each of grades 4, 8, and 12,.judged the
provincial achievement data and rated- the item, objective, and domain resultsusing the following five-point scale:

Strorig -- ST
Very ,Satisfactory -- VS
Satisfactory S

Marginal L- M
Weak W

The panels consisted'of informed individuals who based.their judgements upon
the expected difficulty of the items, item impor--tance, and the pupils' actual...-,

performance. Thejollowing-three sections4ce,g04-summaries of the Interpreta-'--;tion ratings:-

2.3.1 Domain 17-Science Processes

One of the goals of science education is to'develop pupils' abilities to use
the processes of science, that is, pupils should develop scientific intellectualskills. The curriculum guides list twelve such processes but only_ the .i)( deemed,
Most importaht and easily measurable were used in the 1982 Assessment. Table 2.4
summarizes the pupils' perforMance and the Interpretation Panels' ratings for
Domairi 1--Science Processes at the three grade levels assessed.

- 13 -
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In the Contract Team's opini.on, the 1Verall performance of pupils in this
domain was disappointing although performance was actually considered stronger by
the Interpretation Panel than performance in the other domains.

The Eilementary Science Curricultun Guide divides scienttflc processes into
basic and integrated pro6esses. At the pritnary leVel, ,only,the basic processes

are emphasized.

Table 2.3: Number of Items Used Within the Domains and ObjeCtives
at Each',Grade Level 4'

DOMAIN/OBJECTIVE Grade -4 Grade 8 Grade 12

DOMAIN 1--Science Processes 60 36

: .

Objective: : .

.0bserve'and Infer 1'8
, s

Classify ./
18 9

Communicate P 9

Quantify
,

'.6

Interpret Data . 9 10

Identify and control
,

'.Vasriables -12 :

22

DOMAIN 2--Knowledge--recall and 33 . 7- -30

understand

Objective: ,

Biological, Physical and
Earth/Space.Concepts 18 33 '16

, Applications of Science (Technol-
ogy) and the.Nature of Science 6 12 6

Safety Procedures 9 12 6
. .... ,

DOMAIN 3--Higher Level Thinking 15 27 .18

Objective:
Apply Biological, Physical and
Earth/Space Concepts 9 15

Use Rational and
Critical Thinking 6 12

Evaluate Evidence.for 1 .
,

.Conclusions L.. ..=-
$

Solve Abstract Problems .....

1-

6 .

,t 12

6

Total, Number of Items .108

- 14 -
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Table 2.4: Domain 1--Science ProcesseS: Results and Panel Ratings

;.=

. Grade/Objective
Oumber of. Items

Rated by Panel in Each
'`Category

Mean Percent.i

Correct
M S VS ST :Mal Obj, Domain

;-
Grade 4

Observe and Infer
.

2 2 ,2. -8 4 18 74.5
Classify 1 5 6 5 1 18 . 65.3
Communicate 3 8 3 3 1 18- 55.9
Quantify 0 4 2 0 0 6 . '' 60.4

Grade 8
[

rrn 64.8

Classify.. 1 1 2 3 2 ' 9 66.6
Communicate 0 2 2 3 2 9 66.3
Interpret Data . 1 1 4 2 1 9 55.9
Identify and Control ,.

.

Variables 2 4 2
--

1 0 9 45.2

58.5
..

.

Grade 12
Data 1 5 2 2 0 10 53.0,Interpret

Identify and Control
,

Variables 1 4 6 0 1 12 56.8

55.1.

Overall'
Rating

Obj. Domain

VS

VS

VS

S

NO Rating ,

Given

At Grade 4, the Interpretation Panel concluded that students were learning
to use, the basic processes to a satisfactory level, although-there was concern
about the objectives of communication and quantification.

At Gra.de 8,,the Interpretation Panel rated the two basic processes as "Very
aattsfactory", but felt that, although performance on the integrated process,
Interpret Data, was "Satisfactory", pupils showed "Weak" performante on Identify
and Control Variables.

The latter two integrated processes 'were assessed at Grade 12. The
Interpretation Panel rated performance for interpreting ,data as "Marginal" and
for:identifying and controlling variables as. "Satisfactory". The -Grade 12 panel
was disappointed with pupils' overall performance in the process domatn.

Observe and Infer

Observatijan is the basic skill of science and pupils must"develop some
fecility. as- observers if they are to develop the other processes. The Assessment
format sev,erely 'restricted the range of obsermation skills ,which could be
measured. Only question Z20 from the Grade 4 ttst, illustratled below, escaped
the lirilitatim that observations be Made'on drawings rather than on mal objects.



1

It was still possible, at the Grade 4 level, to ask questions about similarities,
differences, symmetry, relative shapes and sizes,.Collection of observations, and

which observ4tions are actually relevant. Grade 4 pupils did ,well on this

objectiie. 41.

Which diagram below is most like your hand?

Classify

1 Questions on classificttion skills were asked at both Grade 4 and Grade 8.

A few of the same questions were used at -kach grade. Some of the Grade 8 ques-

tions probed considerably more advanced skills than those at Grade 4. It was not

possible to give pupils specimens.to cflassify or to have them construct their own

classification systems. Drawings, diagrams, pr memories of'f,amiliar objects had

, to be used. It was possible to measure a range of skills such as matching by
attributes, deletinT the least similar from a set,,placing new objects in the

be5t set, using classffication charts, recOgnizing the basis for sorting, using

*dichotomous keys, .and recognizing and applying a class rule. Often, this last

skill was measured by Constructing imaginary creatures, but question X29 expected

pupfls to recognize, .from pictures copied from a well-known British Columbia

flower book, that the sepals and petals of lilies total six. Grade 8 pupils

, found this item, more difficult than most of the items for this objective.

-Overall, Grade 8 pupils achieved very well on classification ikills.

- 16 -
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Communicate ;

Pupils receive and construct communications in science in many.ways: thespoken Woq,.written prose, pictures, diagrams, maps, symbols', charts; tables andgraphs- Only the understanding of a communication could be gileasured in theassessmenf. Queitions were asked to assess this objective at both Grade 4 andGrade 8 but,there was only one item whith was used at both levels. The Grade 4'
Interpretation Panel expressed concern about students',performance and, in par-ticular, felt that graph-using skills wer'e,under-developed. The Grade)8 Inter-
pretation PanC felt communication skills were 'All-developed. The common item
is illustrated belovrand shows substantial gowth between ,Grade 4 and Grade 8 inability to oderstapd a written deschption.

Grade 4--Z31 **Grade 8--Z22

A ,girl enter& a room. There is a bed Along the wall to her LEFT, a window
in the wl1 in FRONT of her and a tabte along the-wall to her RIGHT.
WhiCh of the-rooms did'she enter?

Door

A ,

1Tablef

Windov_

o
co

I.

trablel

DoOr

,

I0ea I

0.

bed 1

Door
OW

ndow

1 ,

,Grade 4, Grade 8
,

.

57* 87*
B ', 7 T
C 1-2 7
D

.A -T r 6..

I don't.know
7 1

C-.....,-
4

. .

* correct response

Quantify

While quantification as a science process includes countlng and estimating,the majority, of important quantification skiAls involve metric measurement.
Although thii is an exceedingly important skill in scignce, it was decided not to
Stress thiS process in the 1982 Science Assessment, but to use only six questionSat Grade 4. This decision was.Made because this process was stressed in the 1981

-,tt»,-"%t
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Mathematics-Assessment where pupil performance received "Margin)" ratings at

both Grade 4 and Grade 8. The So,ience Assessment Interpretation Panel's "Mtrgin-
al" rating.of quantifying at Grade 4 4as consistent with the Mathematics Assess-

ment findings. 'Together
2

the Aafssments identify an.important atea which must

be of consern to teachers. .

Interpret Data

In science classes, it is usual to require- student% to interpret data by.

generatimg conclusionS from data which they have previously collected. In con-i

trast, the Assessmght data hacP'to be presented in concise fOrms. Students therl

selected from alternative interpretations. Questions-were also asked about some
general problems concerning the use of data, for example, the need to replicate
data, in experiments. This objective was measured at. both the Grade 8 and Grade°

12 levels; all data used at the Grade 12 level were quantitative. There was

significant growth:from the Grade 8 to the Grade 12 level on the two common

items, one of which is shown beloW: '

Grade 8-4'08 Grade 12--Y11'

The treeline, is the highest altitude at which trees can grow. The

following table relates treeline to distance from the equator.

,

Distance from.
Equator

_..

Treeline

1000 km 4000 m

2500 km 3500 m .

5000 km 3000 m

600,km 1500 m

According to the table above, the farther.you are from the equator

3

the higher the treeline

the lower the treeline:

the taller the trees.

the.smaller the trees. .

I don't know.

* correct response

.

,

Grade 8 ':Grade 12

/
12. 5

'4 l i,,--4*".:V; . 63* 79,

4 2

t

g 10i
I 11

.. .

'9 5

- 18 -
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Identify and Control Variables

Central to experimentation is the identification of suitable variables whose-
valbes can'change (independent), that can.,be.obseried (dependent or responding),or that can be controlled. Since experimentation is 'one method which is aniqUely
Kie;itific, this process is cOnsidered. to be of great importance in scienceteaching. Upper grade elementary school pupils should have encounteredsituations requiring them to think about the variables involved,in an experiment.
hs frequent use of the "I don't know" respOnse by Grvie 8 pupils indicatts an

u expected and disturbing degree of unfamiliarity with'this procets. While thePaoel rated performance on this procets "Satisfactory" at the Gride 12 level, it"i.ndicated that it actually had higher expectations for student performance. A
fairly typical question for this objective is the one below which was'used.at theGrade 12 level. Its difficulty was nearly average for the objective, yet it ishard to see how approximatbly one-fourth of the students, chose option B whelithe
stem of,the question clearly states that two kinds of cloth were used. 'The con,
ce0t.of holding,a variable constant seems poorly understood by many studeas.

Grade 12--X16

. Which variable-below must be -held constant if you want to find out which
-of two kinds of cloth absorbs water better?'

The length of time the cloths arein water 58*

The-,kind,6f cloth
22

The colour of the cloth
1

The height that the water rises iq each Cloth 14-

. I don't know
4

* correct response

-

,

Domain 4=1-Knowledgerecall and understand
$

.

tht ,Elementary Science Curriculum Guide Grades
states ths following:.

The Elementary 'SC'hool Science Program should develop
sCientific knowledge.

Tne'student should demonstrate, and apply knowledge of the following:

1-7 (1981) Goal

in,- students

f

- 19 7



O fdcts, generalizations, concepts, principles, and laws;

.0 scientific vocabulary; %

O relationships between various scientific disciplines;
0 the history, philosopby;, and nature of 'science;
D the application and,limitations of science in 'the practical

world: (page 9)

While the proposed junior science program amplifies some qf these areas of

. knowledge, it follows the.same outline. The knowledge Oomain, as deyeloped for

the assessment, added ,a Component on knowledge of safety procedures and it

assessed the ability to apPly facts, generalizations, concepe§7-principles and

-laws in the higher thinking domain (see Figure 2).
.5'

Table 2.5 summarizes pupil performance and the Interpretation Panels'

ratings in the knowledge domain.

1\%

Table 2.5: Domain 2--Knowledge--recall and underitand: Results and Panel Ratings

Grade/Objective

Number of Items
Rated by Panel in Each

Category

3

Mean Pekent
Correct

Overall

Rating

W M S' VS ST Total Obj. Domain Obj. -Domain

Grade 4
Biological,,Physical and
Earth/Space Concepts 1 9 6 2 .0 18 54.8

Applications of Science.
(Technology) and 'the

Nature of Science 0 1 3 2 0, 66.8

Safety Procedures 3 1 3 1 1' 9

Grade 8
Biological, Physical and

Earth/Space Concepts 6 8 13 6 0 33 53.1

Applitations of Science
(Technology) and the
Nature of Science 1 8 3 0 .0 12 49.8

Safety Procedures 2 5 5 0 0. 12 65.6
55.1 No Rating

Given

Grade 12
Biological, Physical and

Am,

Earth/Spa-de Concepts. 16 52.4

Applications of Science'
(Technology) and the

Nature of Science 0 2 3 1 0 6 59.6

Safety Procedures 2 4 2 0 0 8 - 55 6
.

54.6
1,1

--20 -
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Two of the three Interpretation Panels independently judged,pupil6 perfor-
mance in this domain as "Marginal". It is noted that tao of tne th'ree "Satis"fac-
tory" ratings given were for objectives which nad very few, items.

Biological, Physical and Earth/Space Concepts

In this objective, an attempt was Madeto-evaluate pupils' knowledge of
basic vocabulary, facts, generarizations, concepts, principles and laws. Ques-
tipns were at the level of recall or.comprehension. At all three grade leVels,
many of the questions asked were change items (repeated from the 1978 ,Assess-
ment). Since there is scope for different curricalum choices in the elementary,
grades, any new question used at the Grade 4 or 8 level had to relate to a topic
in at least two of the three major programs. The following question is typical
of a knowledge item used at both'Gr'ade 4 and Grade 8.'

141'

rade 4--Y14 Grade 8--X37

=Seeds come from which One of the following parts of a. plant?

Grade 4 Grade 8

Bark

Flower

-** 4

50* 70t

Leaf
. . . 5 7

Root 30' 8

Stem 9 "6

I don't know 6 5

* correct response
** At Grade 4 he option "Bark" was not included.

A A'

The Grade 4 item has one less distractor than the Grade 8 item sine there
-Was a need to keep. the reading level appropriate at Grade 4. Note too the
Iniprovement in,the number of pupils selecting the correct option, froN 50% at
Grade 4 to 70% at Grade 8. Even so, considering pupils' contacts with plants
both inside and outside of school, it is surprising that more than,one-fourth of

"the Grade 8 pupils were unable to choose the correct answer. This qUestion was
also asked at both grade levels in the 1978 Assessment with very similar results.

,

Tbe following item was dsed at both Grade 8 and Grade 12. It also was re-
peated from the 1978 Assessment. N.

- 21-
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Grade 8--X31 Grade 12--Y18

Greenclants are important to animals because the plants

Ansume bOth food and oxygen
.

consume food and give off oxygen.

consume f'ood and give off carbon dioxide.

produce food and give off oxygen.

prodlice food and give off carbon dioxide.

I. don't knöw.'

*,correct response

'Grade 8 Grade 12

16 7

.

15 5

8 4

43* 64*

11 5

, 6 5

Again, there is significant growth from Grade 8 to 12. The 1978 results
were very similar: 1% higher in Grade 12, 2% lower in Grade 8. It is disappoint-
ing however, that m9re than one-third of the pupils about ,to graduate.,from 41P
secondary school failesi to understand the photoSYnthetic relationship whiCh is

the energy basis for almost all life on earth. The question also illustrates the
typical male-female differences on knowledge items, although tgie sex-related
difference here is larger than normal. At Grade 12 on this item, the mean per-
cent correct for boys was 71 and ,for girls 57. At Grade 8, the mean percent
correct for the boys was 49 and girls 38. .

It was only at Grade 8 that the Interpretation Panel judged the performance,
of pupils to be "Satisfactory" in knowledge of science concepts. At Grade 4,
although assessment ofjrocesses was .stres§ed,"the low scores are possibly the,
result' of primary teachers often giving insufficient time to teaching science.
The Grade 12 Panel strongly stressed that students showed an "inadequacy of know-
ledge". At both Grade 8 and 12, achievement in earth/space sciences was below
that in the other science content areas.

Applications of Science (Technology) and the Nature of Science

Science and society interact in many ways. For instance, science has

affected society enormously by creating many technological changes. The pupils'
knowledge of these applications was assessed in the knowledge domain of the 1982
Assessment. Another way in which scierice has affected society is by providing .a
set of modes And criteria for thinking. In the 1978 Assessment, this sub- °

objective was called Scientific Literacy. Knowledge of thinking modes was com-
bined with knowledge of applications to produce a 1982 Assessment objective.

- 2 2 -
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,Note that only a small number of items was used to assess this objective at
Grades,4 and 12, and the knowledge displayed by students was'judged to be "Satis-
factory". At Grade 8, where a substantial number of items were used, the results
were,judged to be "Marginal"., The Interpretation Panels at both Grades 8 and 12,

ik
felt,that the applica 'ons of science were insufficiently stressed in most teach-.
ing.

Question Y35, reproduced below, is one item used to test knowledge of appli-
cations at Grade 8. It illustrates an interesting point about the applidation of
science in medicine in that a successfUl technique may soon make obscure the
disease against which ii operates. Some Interpretation Panel members felt that,
in,this case, pupils may not have'known.about polio. This explanation may par-'
tially account for the choice of the second option, by many pupil.s.

Grade 8--Y35

Today, almost no one gets polio because

bad water,, which used to cause polio, has been cleaned-up. . 3

doctors have found new drugs which cure polio 18

people eat better food and get more exefcise to stay healthy. 8

people are given a vaccine which keeps them from getting polio. 63*

I don't know.

correct response

6

Grade 8 Item X30 was designed.to measure knowledge of the nature of.science.
The pupils' responses suggest ,that most have not yet learned clear distinctions
between different kinds of scientific statements. Another item, Grade 8 Item
X12, asked pupils to differentiate between a theoretical and observational state-
ment and produced only a 52% cOrrect response at Grade 8. Even at Grade 12, one-
third of the students were unable to make this distinction on a similar question.

Safety Procedures

Questions on the knowledge of safety procedures were of two types. Most of
the items asked pupiJs to choose the safe procedure from a set of-options. A few
items asked what the hazard was in a particular situation. The Interpretation
Panels at all three grade levels had.very high expectations for pupils' knowledge
abodt safety, and the relatively high mean percents correct at Grades 4 and 8
were still not considered adequate. All three panels judged the,results on this
objective to be "Marginal" or "Weak". ,Recommendations regarding steps to improve
safety and pupils' knowledge of safe procedures are prominent in the last chapter

,of this report.

23-
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A typical safety item, used at bo.th Grade 8 and 12, follows.

Grade "8--Z34 Grade 12--Y16

Look at the'diagrams

A

=.

Which is the correct method of heating a liquid in A.,6st tupe?

A

Grade 8 Grade 12

3* 67*

B *757 TT
c 10

.
4

D .. - 10- 13

I don't know . 2 77-

* correct response
. --

It As 4:ticonaging to note that the percentage of correct responses to this
queWon more-than do4bles from Grade 8 to 12.. It is discouraging that one-third

.Apothe-Grade 12 ,chose fncorrect options although all of them must have
heated tyst tubes of'liquid in junior ,secondary sch-ools. An obvious conclusion
is that teachers in all _grades need to focus,more attention on teaching' safety in

science.

2.3.3. Domain 3--Higher Level,Thinkfng

At the Grade 4 and 8 levels, this domain consisted of two objectives: the
application of scjentific knowledge to new situations and the use of critical,
rational, and forM11 thinking. As far as possible, these objectives adhered to
the definitions in the curriculum guides. At the Grade 12 level, the two objec-
tives used were 'given descriptive terms. Table 2.6 summarizes the pv04.1s' per-
formance and the Panel ratings for the Higher Level Thinking domain.

"ax
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Table 2.6: Domain 3--Higher Level Thinking: Results and Panel.Ratings

Grade/Objective

, Number of Items
Rated by Panel in Each Mean Percent averail

Category Correct Rating
VS STW M S

Grade 4
1

.

Apply Biological, Physi-
cal and Earth/Space
Concepts

Use Rational and

Critical Thinkin'g 0 0 3

Gr&de 8

Apply Biological, Ph)si-
cal 'and Earth/Space'

Concepts 1 5 5

Use Rational and 4
Critical Thinking 3 3 4

, .

Grade 12

Evaluate Evidence
f-or-ConTlusions 1 2 2

Solve Abstract Problems 2 4 6

4 0

2 0

0

0

Total Obj. Domain Obj. Domain

9

6

57.-5

71.7

S

VS
63.2 S

15 49.7

12 45.9

48.0 M-S

6 58.3'

12 44.7

49.2

,

Because of their age and experience, Grade 4 pupils were expected to havelimited ability in higher level thinking. Their performance was .pleasantlysurprising. i

At the'Grade 8 level; pupils were judged able to apply knowledge at a "Sat-isfactory" level but were judged "Marginal" on Use Rational .and Critical Think-ing. The Panel stated that teachers need in-service training in teaching both'process and critical thinking skills.

For.this domain, the performance of Grade 12 students was deemed to be liar-ginal" and much concern ,was expressed becuase of the importance of thinkinv, athigher--levels in out-of-school situations. Teacher-made tes were criticized tythe Interpretation Panels for their frequent failure to r quire higher levelthinking.

Apply Biological, Ph,Ysical and Earth/Space Concepts

'Application is the ability to recognize appropriate principles or conceptsan to use them in new situations. To correctly answer a question at the

- 25 -
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application level,-a pupil must possess the requisite knowledge and then uselt

orrectly. However, the problem situations used in an Assessment question may

ot have been new to some pupils and some pupils may, therefore, have been able

)D answer on the basis of knowledge alohe. The Grade 8 questton (Y37) illus-

Aates these points. In order to answer this question at the application level,

pqpils needed to know the forms of energy and to have some basic ideas of how a

c4' engine works. It, is possible, bUt not jikely, that pupils bad encountered

th s situation previously, and therefore recalled.the correct ansWer.

birade 8--Y37

Oich of the following is described by this sequence of energy changes?

1

Chemical-Energy >'Heat e > Mechanical energy
(with wasted heat)

--
'.t A flashlight is turned on 9

\
candle is burned 9

'Gasoline is burned to power a car
,

46*

f

1. .

Bilectric current is used to run a refrigerator. 16

'Il\don't/know. , 19 .

,

* corret response

Use,Ratfonal and Critical Thinking

To think-trationally is to 5eek natural causes for events. To think criti-

.cally is to eValuate statements for bias- or assumptions, for logical coherence,

and for congruence with adequate data bases or with other statements. It also

includes drawing the best conclusions possible from inadequate data. Even at the

Grade 4 level,--it was possible to construct valid questions to sample this objec-

'tiVe. Question Y17 asked Grade 4 pupils to identify the point of view (bias) of

the person who wrote the given selection. It also\;rllustrates a problem in

'assessing this objective: the need to provide pupils with adequate information on

which to base their thinking:

-26 -
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Rek the foltowing and then answer questions 16 and 17.

Trash causes problems. It pollutes air, water, and soil. 'Trash canharm people by making them sick. Sometimes, rats live in trash.

Cleaning up litter costs a jot of money. Cities and provinces have tohire people to pick up trash after gamesiand picnics. If people make
too Ruch trash in years to come, what will happen? What can people do
about Ot right away?

Grade 4-Y17

'The person wha_wratia this probably wants

bigger garbage dumps made
7

more.people hired to pick'up garbage 20

people to make less garbage
60*

someone to kill rats

I don't know.
4

* correct response

4

Solve Abstract Problems

This objective, used at the Grade 12 level, conisted entirely of questionsrepeated from the 1978 Assessment. One such4 example is Question no.

Grade 12--Y10-

A man whose blood type is OA marries a woman whose blood type is OB.
Their offspring could not have which of the following blood types?

AA
50*

AB
10

OA
2

OB
2

00
15'

I don't know
19

* correct response

- 27 -
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2.3.4 Achiemement By Grades

Tablie 2.7 summarizes,the Interpretation Panel ratings referred toti-in earlier

section's'!"

Table 2.7: Summary of Interpretation Panel Ratings of Pupil Achievement

by Grade and Objective

DOMAIN/OBJECTIVE Grade 4 Grade 8 Grade 12

DOMAIN 1-,-Science Processes No Ratin:g*

Objective:
Observe and Infer v'S .

Classify S VS . --

Communicate , M- VS

Quantify M

Intetppet Data -, S M

Idenfify ana-FontroP
Variables -

W S

DOMAIN 2--Knowledge--recall and lr

understand No Rating*

-Objective: ,

Biological, Physical and
W--17S1gace Concepts M. S M

_

.Applications of Science (Technology)

and the Nature of Science S M S

Safety Procedures M' V
1 M

DOMAIN 3--Wigher Level Thinking

Objective:
Apply Biological, Physical and

Earth/Space Concepts
Use Rational and

Critical Thinking VS

Evaluate Evidence for

Conclusions
Solve Abstract Problems

M-S

* The Grade 8 Interpretation Panel felt that variability of performande

this 40main was too great fen single rating to be meaningful:

Grade Four

The drade 4 Assessment forms stressed four science processes. Pupils

achieved well on questions relating to observation and classification but only
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marginally on questions relattng to communication in science and to quantifica-.tion.

Although the Astessment gave Iess streSs to Aeasucement in the.knowledgedomain, the results of pupil achievermmt--1-7-1<nowledge'of basic science 'conceptswere found to be disappointing.

For the level of knowledge whIch they possess, the Grade 4 pupils werejudged to be able to apply it satisfactorily and able to. employ the skills ofcritical thinking that were measured..

The overall picture from the Grade 4 results is that pupils are learningcertain basic science processes well, that knowledge of concepts may be under-emphasized, and that higher level thinking is being adequatedly developed. Aswill be shown in Chapter 3, the amount of time given to science in the primarygrades seems to be inadequate for doing the job well, and many, teachers are not

1-\--

using as much time as recommended by the Ministry for science teaching.
. .

.:,Grade 8

The Interpretation. Panel ratings forcthe objectives in Grade 8 were morevariable than those in the other grades, and.trierefore the Panel could not givemeaningful domain ratings in two of the three domains,

Pupil ,aChievement was considered to be.. very good in the two basic processesof classification and communication which are stressed in the primary grades andfurther developed in the intermediate years. On the two integrated processesassessed, pupils were judged "Satisfactory" in interpreting data but "Weak" inidentification and control of variables.

The Assessment explored knowledge of science concepts quite extensively atGrade 8, and found that' pupils had a satisfactory knowledge of elementary sciencefacts and concepts, with the exception that knowledge in earth science seemedweak r than in other areas. However, knowledge of the uses of sci,ence and of thenat re of science was only "Marginal"..

The overall picture'Trom the Grade 8 Assessment is that pupils are leavingele entary school with an adequate knowledge-of basic
science concepts, with anability to apply this knowledge in simple situations, and With welldevelopedskil s in at least some basic processes. However, they, have inadequate knowledgeof the nature and 'utility of science, and they show less than satisfactory abili-ty in scientific resoning.

Grade 12

The Interpretation Panel judged achievement in all three' domains at theGrade 12 level as "Marginal", and gave the same rating to five of the sevenobjectives.
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In the Science Processes domain,0pupils' per6rmance on the questions,rela-

ting to the identification and control of variables was rated as "Satisfactory".

The ability of Grade 12 pupils to interpret data from graphs and table.was

judged to be "Marginal". Since these two processes are vital to scfentific
thinking; it is disappointing that the results are not higher for pupils so near

the end of their publieschOoling.

Pupils' knowledge of scientific concepts was also judged "Marginal.", as was

th r knowledge of safety procedures. The only "Satisfactory" rating in the

knOwledge domain -was for A licafions of Science Technolo and the Nature of

Scielte.

In the Higher Level Thinking domain, where pupils were required to apply

, scientific knowledge to new situations or to select appropri'aee conclusions based

on data, the results were judged."Marginal"..

The overall picture from the Grade 12 Assessment is discouraging. In no

areas assessed could jt be said that pupils were achieving well. A substantial

number of Grade 12 PuOils had completed, or were about to complete, their last

formal course in science. It is disheartening, therefore, to learn that'many

secondary school graduates do not' haVe adequate knowledge of basic acience con-

cepts, cannbt use some of the central processes of science adequately, and'cio not

apply scientific knowledge well.

The ContractiTeam hopes that apprdpriate implementation, inncluding extensive

in-service, of the revised junior secondary science curriculuM will do Much' to

remedy this situation.,

2.3.5 Comparisons with 1978

. Because of differences in' procedu.res in administering the achievement forms

at the Grade 4 level-, direct comparisons between 1978 and 1982 cannoe be Made.

,When judgements of:the Interpretation Panels of the two Assessments are compared,

one finds that, in 1978, there was oVerall satisfaction with the success of the

primary program, but, in 1982, there are now a number of concerns as well as

areas of strength;

The overall performance of Grade 8 pupils in 1982 was' very, similar to that

* in 1978 an Assessment questions which were repeated, and, on these, the 1982-

Interpretation Panels' ratings were similar to those in 1978. The areas in which

change was assessed were given "Satisfactory" ratings. The areas-ot Grade 8

weakness in 1982 that caused concern are areas which were not explored in 1978.

0 Table 2.8 summarizes the change domains for Gc&des 8 and 12.

4
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Table 2.8: Pupil Performance on 'Change Domains, 1978 and 1982

Grade/Domain Number of Items 1978 Mean 1982 Mean
Percent Correct -Percent Correct

Grade 8

Processes
Knowledge-)

trade 12

Knowledge
Higher Level Thinking

55.9

55.2

54.3

46.6

56.0,

56.7

52.4
44.6

The overall performance of G.rade 12 pupils in 1982 was approximately twopercent below that of 1978 on the items which appeared in both Assessments. Theoverall 1982 Panel satings were higher than those of 1978 but 1 indicatedweaknesses: in pupil achievement. It would be fair to say' that, hile the 1982Panel hadlower expectations than the 1978 Panelfor Grade 12, performance, Grade12,pupils are falling below these expectations.-

, 2,3.6 Sex-Related Differences in Achievement

Table 2.9 shows the differences in achievement between boys and girls onsamples df approximately 10%_ofthose who wrote the achievement instruments. Thetable includes a sample of Grade 10 students as well as Grades 4, 8, and 12.

The outstanding finding of the analysis of achievement results by sex wasthat there is. a significant and substantial difference in knowledge of scienceconcepts.between boys and girls, in favour of boys; This trend begins, in ttieprimary grades and persists throughout the school years. In the early elementarygrades, there are small differences in favour of girls' achievement in theScience Processes, but these are erased by.Grade 8, ahd the differences whichexist at Grade 12 favour boys. However, this finding may be due to the factthat different processes were tested at different grades. 'Boys outperform girlswherever knowledge of scientific concepts is necessary as a prerequisite toiperformance (as in Higher Level Thinking at rade 8 and Grade 12):
0
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.Table'2.9: Sex-Related Differences in,Achievement

DOMAIN/OBJECTIVE. Grade 4 Grade 8 Grade 10 -Grade 12

DOMAIN 1-;Science Processes

Objective:
Observe aRd Infer4

Classify ns ns

Communicate G* 13.!

Quantify ns

Interpret Data ns

Identify and Control

Variables

G** ns ns B**

.

B** B**

G* ns ns

DOMAIN 2--Knowledge--recall and
understand B**

Objectiye:
Biological, Physical and.

Earth/Space,Concepts B**

Applicafions of Science
(TechnolOgy) and the

Nature of Science ns

Safety Procedures G**

B**

ns

ns

B**

B** B**

G** G**

B** B**

DOMAIN 3--Higher Level Thinking ns

06jecttve:
Apply Biological, Physical

and Earth/Space Concelits RS B**

Use Ration'al and Critical

Thinking ns B**.

Evaluate Evidence for,

.Conclusions 6 B*

Solte Abstract Problems B**

B** B**

kl**.

B**

ns = not significant G--Girls' mean exceeds Nys' mean

* p < .05 B--Boys' mean exceeds Glrls' mean

** p < .01
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2.3.7 Differences Related to Language Background

At all grade leifels, pupils who most commonly speak a language other thanEnglish had lower mean scores on all domains and,objective, and the statistical-ly significant differences were usually substantial (between 4.2% and 9.7% ondomain means). This group of pupils.is being constantly replenished by immigra-tion of non-English speakers to British Columbia while also being depleted byfamilies moving to English as their most comMon language. When'domain meanscores of those whose first language wg's not English are also ekamined, such meanscores lie between those who crrently speak .English at home ahd those who cur-rently speak another language at home. The difference between these means andthe means of those who now speak English at home decreases with increasing gradelevel. The overall picture is that failure to speak English at home is relatedto poorer performance in science. The size of the deficit is reduced; and per-haps eventually erased, by increasing familiarity with English acquired by learn-ing to use it at home and by using it as the language of learning in school.

2.3.8' Other Differences

In the Grade 12 Assessment it was found, as expected, that mean performancewas closely and positively related to the. amount of science taken since Grade 10and that a sample of current Grade 10 pupi,ls had better scores than Grade 12pupils who had taken no senior secondary science courses.

Grade 12 pupil's who planned to go to university or college outperformedthose who had other plans or who' had "not yet formulated plans. Pupilsjihoseplans included scientific study performed much better than those who filannedfurther study in non-scientific^areas. Figure.3 shows, Grade 12 pupil achievementin relation o the number of science courses taken in the senior secondarygrades.

J

sO
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CHAPTER 3

SCIENCE TEACHERS: BACKGROUNDS AND OPINIONS

In order to identify the current context of science teaching in 'BritishColumbia, to document current classroom practices and to assess changes since theBritish Columbia Science Assessment 1978, responses-were sought from teachers ofscience through the,sise of questionnaires. The questionnaires, one fon) elemen-tary and one_for secondary teachers, were modifications of the ones used in 1978.After a Vief description of the teacher samples, this chapter presents a summaryof the major findings from the questionaires which are detailed in Chapters 6 and7of. the 1982 British Columbia Science Assess nt: General Report.

Samples of teachers were selected to participate in the Assessment. Exclu-ded were,.-all principals, vice-principals, school district staff, and any teacherwho had been previously selected to answer a Science Council of Canada ScienceEducation Survey questionnaire. A total of 1322 elementary and 529 secondaryteachers completed the qiiestionnaires. These totals represented a return=rate ofover 80%. The samples were considered representative of the scien0 teachingpopulation in British Columbia.

3.1 Teacher Characteristics: Age, Gender, and Teaching Experience

Since the 1978 Assessment, the- median ages of teachers from all schoollevels have increased by about two years. Similarly, the medians of teachingeiperiences have also increa.sed by about 'two years. In 1982,' the medianexperience was 10 years for both elementary and junior secondary teachers and 13years for senior secondary teachers. British Columbia science teachers are thusan .aging population and are becoming more distant in time from their pre-servicetraining.

. At all levels, the mean age of fetales is less than that of males...Females
tend to drop out of teaching for periods ofstime with many returning to teaching
at the elementary level but rarely at the 1%econdary level. There is a failureat the' secondary level both to recruit young women and to retain most of thOsefew women who start out teaching science.

At the secondary levels, both in 1978 and 1982, the-majority of teacherswere male. Even though there was a small increase since 1978 in the number offemales.at the jftor secondary level, nine out of ten secondary teachers in 1982were male. At the elementary level, there was a slight increase in thejiumber ofmale teachers over the four-year 'peridd, but females still comprise 62% of theteachers. At the e)ementary level, males are used as science specialists to agreater extent than females, consistent with their typically more' extensivescience backgrounds.
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3.2 Teacher Characteristics: Science Background

.The science background of \Iteachers in elementary schools is usually weak,

p"articularly in the case of fema s. One-fourth of the elementary teachers have

not taIen As much as one. 3-unit course in science at the university/college

level. At the secondary level, the senior teadiers have stronger backgrounds
than the junior teachers. Ihe typicalicjunior secondary teacher is adequately

prepared'in the.biological sciences but usually not in the physical or earth/
,

space sciences.

Almost' all senior secondary school teachers feel adequately prepared to

teach science, but a small percentage of junior secondary Science teachers feel
unprepared, and.42% of elementary school teachers feel less thaig adequately pre-

pared.

3.3 Co r'dination of the Science Programs

One of the strong recommendations from the '1978 Science Assessment was for
increased coordination of science at the school and district levels'. It appears,

that some progress has been made in secondary schools, but not enough has been

done at the district level. Half of those responding to the questionnaire indi-

cated no district coordination. In-school coordination at the elementary level

,remains inadeqOate.

6^.

3.4 Physical Facilities, Materials, and Equipment for Teaching Science

In 1982, there still seems to be a lack of storage and preparation facili-
ties and suitable classrooms for teaching elementary science. At the secondary

level, facilities are inadequate in many junior schools.

Provision an,d inspection of safety equipment are still unacceptable at both

the elementary and secondary school levels. However, some improvement since

1978 is noted in secondary schools.

Elementary teachers are still experiencing difficulty with equipment anU

materials, particularly in terms of poor quality. The situation at the secondary

level has improved somewhat since 1978, but problems remain in small junior

secondary schools. Many teachers at both the, elementarY and junior secondary
levels find that they have'to adapt their teaching because of lack of equipment.

Compared to 1978, nic4e teachers at all levels report that science reading
materials'are less than adequate, in both quality and quantity.

3.5 Worth of the British Columbia tciende'Program

, While elementary and junior secondary teachers see some worth in the British

Columbia science program, they fall below the senior secondary teachers in their
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eStimations of worth, even though the senior secondary' teachers have signifi-
cantly lowered their ratings since 1978. The elementary and.junior secondary
teachers' feelings,-44,inadequacy of preparation for teaching seem to be related,
to their perceptions of program worth.

\1/4

3.6 ASSIuments in Science: Satisfaction in and Time S ent in Teachin Science

ElemCntary and senior" secondary teachers seem to be satisfied teaching
science atitheir present level, tut the junior secondary teachers appear to be
less conterit with their assignments, a situaiion similar to that in 1978. Many.of the latte \expressed a desire to teach at least some senior seconary courses,

,

Elementar teachers are generally not spending the recommended time in
teaching s.cienc This situation correlates highly with their lack of ,scientific
background. At \the secondary level, there is a strong trend'toward increasing
specialkization i teaching science, but such a tendency is hot evident at the
elementary level.

3.7 The Schbol Scien Pro rams: Teachers' estions for 1m rovement

Teachers at all 1 ls expressed_commen suggeStions for change.. The three
top ranked. were:

the provision of nt materials other than textbooks
background informa n for teachers
provision to help e ptional pupils, both gifted and handicapped

Other highly rated sugges
resources, increased use of sp

.and the need for science programs

ons included the need for more adequate reading
alist science teachers in elementary schools,
o emphatize the impact of science on society. .

3.8 Teacher Education: Pre-service

Most teachers felt that their ini.T3ial preparation for teaching science wasinadequate. Only 30% of the teachers elieved their pre-service training wasadequate or better. Even among senior se ndary teachers (who rated their train-
ing more highly than other teachers); only 2% felt the ini.yal training to have
been adequate or better.

Given a list of teacher education toplcs, 11 teacher groups felt each com-
ponent should receive greater emphasis' than it tually did in their pre-!service
education. Tables 3.1 and 3.2 present teachers ratings of what were, and what
should be, major components of pre-service e ation for science teachers.
Particular attention is called to the large dis epancy between the emphasis
which should be and the time which was given to the pic of Laboratory Safety.
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Table 3.1: Emphasis that $;hould Be and Emphasis that Was Placed on *-1
Elementary Teacher Education ComPonents

(Rank by Emphasis Component Should Receive)

Rank of Emphasis

it Should
ReceiVe

Number of

Question Component

Mediki*
Should Was

1 (15T Practice in Teaching Science 3.65 2.22

2 (13) Lesson Planning 3.44 2.81

3 , ( 1) Techniques of Teaching Science 3.41 2.19

, 2)

4 (12) How td Develop'Curriculum
Materials 3.36 1.90

5 (14) Preparation of Science Materials 3.34 2.12

6
( 5) General Science , 3.14 2.42

7 ( 4) Subject Matter in Specific Areas
of Science 3.05 2:16

9. (16) Qiscussion Of Problems of
Stietnce Teaching 3.01 1.47

9 (19) Laboratory Safety 3.01 1.32

9 (22) Use of Community Resources 3.01 1.45

11.5 (11) Survey of Available Curriculum
. Materials 2.98 1.76

11.5 (23) Use of Audio-Visual Materials 2.98 1.88

13 (21) Integration With Other Subjects 2.92 1.68

14 ( 2) Techniques for Developing Reading
Skills in Science , 2.84 1.25.

15 ( 3) Technique for Developing Writing
Skills in Science 2.76 1.23

16 ( 8) Testing/Evaluating/Grading il
Science 2.74 1.71

17 (18)' Care and Maintenance of Equipment 2.55 1.30

18 (17) Care and Observation of Animals
in the Classroom 2.39 1.15

( 7) Psychology of Learning 2.30 1.77

( 9) Child Psychology
.

2.27 1.69

(20) Special Education . 2.25 1.11

(10) Theories of Intellectual
Development

(,6) History and Philosophy of
Science

19

20

21

22

23

2.07 1.48

1.79. 1.20

* Scale from 1 (Very Little Emphasis) to

'1

.(Verjr Heivy_Emphas is
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Table 3.2: Emphasis that Should Be and Emphasis that Was Placed on
Secondary Teacher Education Components (Medians).

Techniques and topics rated on a scale* Junior Secondary Senior Secondary,

Should Was Should Was-

1. Techniques'of teaching science 3.69 2.38 3.66 2.64
2. Techniques for developing reading skills

in science 2.90 1.15 2.86 1.12
3. 1.r.,i,iques for developing writing skills

in 5cience
2.86 1.13 2.91 1.14,

4. Subject matter in specific areas of

science 3.08 2.58 3.52 2.85
5. General science 3.05 2.27 3.03 2.19
6. History & philosophy of science 1.96 1.30 ' 2.20 1.38
7. PsyChology of learning 2.41 2.26 2.63 2.55
8. Testing/evaluating/grading in science 2,93 a.13 3.04 2.29
9. PsYchology of adolescence 2.47 1.93 2.43 2.21

10. Theories of intellectual development , 2.05 1.79 2.09 1.79
11. Su'rvey of available curriculum materials 2.81 1.70 2.90 1.86
12. How tb develop curriculum materials 2.91 1.38 2.93 1.58

-13. Lesson planning 3.18 , 2.72 3.32 .82
14. Preparation of science materials 3.16

...
1.90 k.3.14 2.10

15. Practice in teaching sdience 3.85 2.87 . 3.85 2.99
16. Discussion of problems of science teaching 3.23 1.76 3.22 1.91'
17. Care and maintenance of animals in the

*
classroom 2.15. 1.09 2.07 1.09

18. C,are and maintenance of equipment 2.55 1.14 2.46 1.18
19. Laboratory safety 3.32 1.39 3.32 1.39
20. SPecial education -1.72 1.06 1.65 1.07
21. Integration with other subjects 1.79 1.12 2.34 1.11
22. Use of community resources 2.54 1.22 2.44 1.22
23. Use of audio-visual materials . 2.79 2.04 2.82 1.93

* Scale is from I (Very Little Emphasis) to 4 (Heavy Emphasis)
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3.9 Teacher Education: In-service

Nearly 50% of all teachers surveyed expressed the need for extensive in-

service education. Almost all teachers were willing to participate in released-

time in-service, and a large praportion indicated they would participate after

school hours. The most preferred fOrms of in-service are also the easiest to
plan, 'so it was disturbing to discover that one-third of the teachers had

declared that such activities had not been planned in their districts. Teachers

who had experienced in-service training found these activities to be more effec-

tive in 1982 than in 1978. In view of the findings of this Assessment, in-

service requirements seem to command a very high priority.

3.10 Activities in Science Classrooms

Elehentary science teachers reported using a wide variety of classroom acti-
vities, with verbal interaction activities and the consideration of observations

on data activities outranking hands-on manipulative activities. At the secondary

level, teachers reported that performing experiments from instructions and

answering questions are more frequent pupil activities than are verbal interac-

tions. Pupils designing their own experiments was the least frequent activity at

all levels.

Among important elements of scientific procedure are such activities as

generalizing information to new problem situatiohs, making graphs from experimen-

tal data, and designing and doing experiments. Junior secondary teachers use
these activities less oftea-than the Contract Team vjewS as desirable. _The in-

frequency of these activities in the classroom may have led to some of the weak-
nesses in pupil performance which the results of the achievement forms and the
subsequent Interpretation Panel ratings showed (see Chapter 2).

As in 1978, the Contract Team agrees that secondary schools should examine
ways in which to obtain more time for science instruction.

3.11 Science at the Three Levels

Elementary

Since 1978, the textbook programs, STEM and Exploring Science, have become
available to most British Columbia elementary teachers, while the Materials Based

Program has become less available. Nearly three-fourths of the teachers used a

combination of programs, with a higher proportke'of primary than intermediate
teachers doing so. The most commonly used materials were the Exploring Science

texts, with STEM texts having second place. Forty percent of the elementary

school teachers reported that they lacked suffqcient materials to teach their

program. Exploring Science was the program with which most teachers had greatest
familiarity, while familiarity with the Materials Based Program has declined a

great deal since 1978. Teachers preferred the programs in the following order:
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Exploring Science, STEM and'Materials Based. Most teachers preferred the' programwith which they were most familiar.

Teachers who were most familiar with, or 'who preferred, Exploring_ Sciencefelt that it.was easy to prepare for, easy to teach, had readable texts and wassuitable to teacher backgrounds. Teachers who prefeeTed STEM did so for a widevariety of reasons, none oT. which was selected by a preponderance of teachers.
Teachers most familiar with the Materials Based Program rated it very highly for-its interest and relevance to pupils, the amount of pupil activity and the con-tent Selection.

Junior Secondary

The Contract Team cOmmends the*Ministry of Education for work done so far onkhe Junior Secondary Program, particularly the successful introduction of abetter Grade' 9 program. The new Grade 9 textbook has received considerableapproval from teachers. Further improvement is also anticipated with the intro-duction of the proposed neW junior secondary curriculum.

One area of concern, however, is the lack of time spent in teaching'earthscience.

Senior Secondary

The Biology 11 and 12 courses are causing increasing problems. Because ofout-of-date or inappropriate texts and because of course content in Biology 12which may be too extensive for the time available, a revision of the biologycurriculum may be indicated. Teachers reported that the new Physics 11 course is
an improvement over" the old course.

3.12 impact of the British Columbia Science Assessment 1978

Of concern must be the lack of impact that the 1978'Science Assessment hadon science education in British Columbia. Since teachers/reported being unawareof the 1978 results,_it is strongly suggested that districts make copies of boththe Prqvincial Summary Report and the District Interpretation Report directly
available-.to all science teachers.

1.0
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CHAPTER 4

RECOMMENDATIONS ARISING FROM THE 1982 BRITISH COLUMBIA SCIENCE ASSESSMENT

This chapter presents a num6er of recommendations that have arisen from
, detailed studies of the data col)ected during the Assessment. Space limitations

in this Summary Report prevent reporting a complete rationale for each
recommendation. However, the interested reader is referred to the 1982 British
Columbia Science Assessment: General Report Jor more specific information and
analyse's.

4.1 Recommendations: Of Highest Priority

The Advisory Committee held tdo extensive discussions' with the Contract Team
about th4 significance of the findings from this Assessment and it was- agreed
that the area of teacher education, both in-service and pre-service, should be
singled out for special consideration and priority recommendations.

Factors such as facilities, materials and equipment, curriculum and
teaching-learning conditions are important in the teaching of science. However,
quality in these factor§ is secondary in importance to the quality of the
teaching force. Dedicated, competent and confident teachers are needed if
science is to be taught well. Confidence and competence are related to the
training one has for the job.

The Assessment found that a large number of elementary school teachers have
no academic or professional courses in science or the teaching of science and,
therefore, must be considered inadequately.prepared. There are even larger num-
bers who have minimal science backgrounds and who admit that they do not feel
adequately prepared. In contrast, at the secoddary level, most teachers feel
adequately prepared, and the data suggest that the vast majority of them have
taken course work in depth in at least one science area. There is- evidence,
however, that many junior secondary teachers lack depth of background in physical
and in earth/space sciences, and 'a small percentage lack professional courses in
science teaching.

The various groups involved with the Assessment are convinced that science
is more than a unique body of knowledge. They believe that there are scientifi5
ways of obtaining knowledge and of thinking about the natural world. Central to
these beliefs are methods of systematic observation and experimentation, ca-reful
presentation and interpretation of data, and evaluations of the interpretatfons
of others.' Because of these convictions, the Advisory Committee and the Contract
Team set specifications for the assessment exercises -which stressed science
processes and critical thinking. Review Panels accepted the items in these areas
as valid reflections of the goals of the British Columbia science program. The
Interpretation Panels expressed most of their concerns and made most of their
recommendations in these areas.
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The Contract Team and the Advisory Committee interpreted the data from the
achievement forms, from the Interpretation Panels' deliberations, and from the
teacher questionnaires to mean that 'pie unique features, of science are not well ,

taught or well learned.

There was unanimous agreement among all groups involved with the Assessment

that pupils must be taught in a safe environment, and must be taught safe

procedures. The "Marginal" or "Weak" Interpretation Panel ratings given on the

safety o6jective at all three levels cast doubts on the effectiveness of the

teaching.

, The teacher questionnaire data .strongjy indicate that the teachers of

British Columbia are prepared to invest time and effort in improving their

competence as science teachers.

When all the foregoi'ng factors are considered, it seems necessary that there..

be -an organized and concerted, effort in Briti,sh Columbia to improve the

competence of those teachers now in the field and to ensure that future teachers

are adequately prepared for the task which confronts them:

It is therefore recommended:

Recommendation 1.

that he Program Implementation Branch of the Ministry of Education coordin7
ate the design, development and delivery of in-service programs for teachers

which will focus on the following areas of need:

how to teach science procenes and critical thinking skills

the development of an adequate background of science know-
'ledge in areas stressed in the curriculum, in areas of weak-

, ness for elementary teachers, and in the physical, and

earth/space sciences for junior secondary teachers

,

how to safely teach science

-how to teach safety to pupils

The Contract Team suggests that the provincial Science Advisory Committee

guide the design and-development process. For junior secondary teachers, the

program should be linked to the implementation of the new curriculum. It is

further suggested ,that, as far as possible,,the delivery of these in-service

programs be -in forms which teachers find most helpful--informal meetings with

other science teachers, workshops conducted by teachers and visits to model

classrooms. One of the priority needs -expressed by teachers was for background

information relating to the science curriculuM. Such sources of Tnformatiqn must

be accessible to teachers.
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#_Waysk to prepare artd provide background information for both elementary sandjunior secondary teachers must be developed. Various groups,'such as the B.C.Science Teachers' Association and university personnel, should be Consulted. .The preparation of the source book for junior seconAary science teachers mightproyide a model for thisprocess.

Reommendation 2.

that the following actions be taken, with respect to the pre-service training'of teachers:

40', the Faculties of Education should revise teacber education
programsas needed to ensure that:

(i) all pre-seevice elementary teachers experience science
study to,a minimum ofta 3-unit,course oe equivalent at
the university/college level,and 4

(ii) all pre-service elementary teachers takeoa course in
science teaching methodology

the Faculiies of Education should give greater emphasis to
'each of the techniques and topics identified'by teachers to
be most inadequately emphasized in their pre-service'
training (See Tables 3.1 and 3.2)

the Ministry of Education should revise certification guide-
lines to reflect the above

4.2 Further Recommendations

Throughout th4s report, recommendations are made. wherever the analysis of
the data identifies a neeed. Sometimes, similar recommendations are made in dif-
ferent.places. The following aections collect these recommendavions and.combine
them. In addition, the text of the report often suggests or urges desirable
courses of action. For breVity, these suggestions have not been reprinted in
this chapter.

4.2.1 Recommendations to the Ministrry of EducationProvince of British
Columbia

.
.

,

Not only must'the science teachers be know1e4geable about safety in science
teaching, but the conditions under which scince is taught must be safe%



It is therefore recommended:

Recommendation 3. .

.,)

that the.Ministry of Education establish safety standards for school science
classrooms, and provide funds for school districts not only to condOct
surveys of the 'scivice safety equipment in schools where science is taught

but also to correct deficiencies that may be discovered through such

surveys. (This recomMendation is repeated from the 1918 Assessment.)

,*

A.consistent theme in the secondary teachers' questionnaire was the need to
re-examine the senior secondary biology prOgPim.

It is therefore recommended:

Recunmendation 4.

that,cthe Curriculum Development Branch of tbe Ministry of. Education

estalnish a Senior Secondary Biology Revision Committee to re-examine all
aspects of the.senior secondary biology curriculum.

4.2.2 Recommendations to the rEhool Districts'of British Columbia
ce

The.teacher questionnaixes clearly'demonstrate the science teachers feel a

need for'adequatv science coordihation at both school 'and district ievels. Some

progress has been made since 1978 but the Contract Team is of the opinion that'

more is necessary.

It is therefore recommended:.

Recommendation 5.

that school distticts:
evaluate the form of science coordination within each school

. and establish some form of school-level coordination where
none now exists

not currently providin9 science coordinatio ippofnt or

designate a qualiffed indivfdual or individuals to be

responsible for coordination and leadership of the science
programs within the district

If sciegce is to be well taught, there must be both adequate facilities and

a good supp* of necessary equipment and materials.

, 46 -
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It is therefore recommended:

Recommendation 6.

that school districts:

investigate the potential for converting some existing
elementary general closrpoms into ro9ms with adequate
science facilities

examine elementary schools for ways to utilize availa6le
space so that central storage and preparation space, is.
available for science,teaching

attempt to provide for adequate ventilation, storage space
for volatiles, increased general korage space for equipment
and materials, increased preparation space and increased
space for storage of pupil projects where these are neededin schools '

0, examine the quantity and quality of the materials andequipment used in their sciencd pfogrami, amd, make a
determined effort to effect improvements where these are
necessary, especially-in elementary school's and small junior
skondary schools

-#

'encourage school libraries to purchase an adequate supply of
science reading materials in both elementary and secondary
schools

Questionnaire data show Wht there is a small but not insignificant propor-tion of junior secondary teachers who are paching scieve without adequate prep-aration. This tAtuation will further weaken the science' prograglat a level wherethere are already serious weakneses.

It is therefore recommended,:

Recommendation° 7.

that whereveipossible; school districts and adM4nistritors
avoid assigning teachers ivith little, science bickground to
teach science in junior secondav grades.° Where teachers
must be reassigned outside their specialty, *visions
shguld be made for retraining.



4.2.3 Recommendations to Schools and School Administrators in British-

Columbia 4

Attention is,drawn to recommendatiOns 5, 6 and 7.

Interpretation Panels' juilgements 4tT the achievement results- clearly

indicate that elementary school science programs are not as effedtive as they

should be; Questionnaire data shgw that a substantial percentage of British

Columbia elementary school pupils receive instruction in science for le&s..time

than the Ministry of Education recommends.

It is therefore recommended:

Recommendation 8.

'that school administrators, and teachers follow the time

allocation given4(for science instruction in the

Administrative Handbook

4.2.4 Recommendations to Teachers of Seience in,British Columbia

Attention is ,drawn to recommendation 8.

Teachers at all levels showed concern about the lack of printed tnformation

`other than textbooks available foi' pupits-iw Science. This item was'ranked. high-

est by all groups of teachers on a list of suggested changes. The-provision of

such materials is a responsibility of school ,districts, but the Choice must

involve science'teachers.

It is therefor.e reCommended:
..

Recommendatidn 9.

.q

. .1that teachers and, school librarians cooperatively explowg

the upgrading of print materials in libraries and classrooms'

.'at both eleMentary and secondary levels

* *

(

A finding from'the Grade12 Assessment was that pupil aeilievement in earth

, sciences: was especially weak.' A finding from the secondary 10estionnaire was

..that.junior secondary teachers 'were spending less time in these areas than in any

others.

7



It is therefore recommended:

Recommendation 10.

that junior secondary.teachers give greater time emphasis toearth science topics

*

The Interpretation Panels that examined the provincial data for pupil per-formance made a number of recommendations to teachers. All are stated in Chap-ters 3, 4 and 5 of the General Report, but some call for special emphasis in thissection, and it is possible to combine certain of the recommendations.

It is therefore recommended:

Recommendation 11:

414

that science teachers:

ensure that pupils understand safe procedures appropriatb totheir level

give 4pupils more practice in Presenting results in symbolicforms (especially Araphs) and in Interpreting uch forms

give extensive time (particularly in elementary school) and
.emphasis to measurement and quantification skills and to the
use of the-metric system

give pupils in upper elementary 'gradesand secondary schools
adequate experience in analyzing variables and designing
controlled experiments

' give more emphasis to teaching the practical-applications of
science knowledge and to using that knowledge in, if&
sitirations

4 _
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APPENDIX A

MEMBERS OF REVIEW PANELS

P rimary Panel s

Richmond

Tom Ayres, Teacher, Surrey School District
Delle Booth, Teacher, Howe Sound School District
Lise MacDonald, Teacher, Richmond School District
Rosemary Meissner, Teacher, Coquitlam School Distri t
Alfred Serfas, Teacher, WestVancouver School Dist ict
Wendy Shigirs, Teacher, Delta School District
Penn,y. Stdtk, Teacher, Vancouver School District
Luanne Whiles, Teacher, Vancouver School District

Cranbrook

Tennifer Carter, Teacher, Castlegar School District
'Heather DeWald, Teacher, Creston-Kaslo School District

, Debbie Ewan, Teacher,.Trail School District
David Humphrey, Teacher, Cranbrook School District
Brian Lutz, Teacher, Cranbrook School District
Mary Lyorv, Supervisor, Creston-Kaslo School District
Sylvia McGregor, Teacher, Trail School District
dill Shannon, Teacher, Castlegar School District

Intermediate Panels

Parksville

Ray Bower, Coordinator, Victoria School District
Kathi Hogan, Teacher, Campbell River School District
Jackie Landoh, Teacher, Campbell.River School District
Jennifer Leary, Teacher, Qualicum School District
Norman Lindberg, Teacher, Qualicum School District

1/4-9AVid.Lowe, Teacher, Alberni School District'
Keri Munslow, Teacher, Sooke.School District
RobertAall, Teacher, Victoria Sehool District

c

Richmond

.Robert Axford, Teacher, Coquitlam School District
Ken Fletcher, Teacher, Surrey School District
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Vivian McConnell, Teacher, Vancouver School District
Russ McMath, Teacher, Richmond School District'
Tony Rader, Teacher, North Vancouver'School District
Gerry Sandberg, Teacher, North Vancouver School District
Eleanor Swan, Teacher, Sunshine Coast School District
Don Van Kleek, Teacher, Sunshine Coast School District
Stu Weir, Teacher, Delta School District
John Zappavigna, Coordinator, Vpcouver School District

Secondary Panels

Kelowna

Mark Batchelor, Teacher, Central Okanagan School District
Rick Dedora, Teacher, Vernon School District
Sintoih Dey, Teacher, Shuswap School District
Bob Fisher, Teacher, Kamloops School District
Craig McLeish, Teacher, Central Okanagan School District
Don Pavlis, Teacher, Caribou-Chilcotin School District
Lee Venables, Teacher, Nanaimo School District

Rlchfilond

Ross Apperley, Teacher, Richmond School District
Jim Ferguson, Teacher, Sunshine Coast School District
Jim Kettlewell, Teacher, Langley School District
Jim McKellar, Teacher, Coquitlam School Distric
Gary Spicer, Teacher, Surrey School District
Wayne'Wood, Teacher, Prince Rupert School District
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APPENDIX B

MEMBERS OF INTERPRETATION PANELS

Grade 4

Cheryl Andres, Teacher, Independent Schools, Delta
Lil Broadley, Teacher, Victoria School District
Louise Burgardt, Principal, Nechako School District
Anna-Mae Gartside, Trustee., Cranbrook School District
Fred Gornall, University of British Co.lumbia
Margaret Groome, Parent, Surrey
Frances H an, Trustee, Nelson School District
Peter Hyde, Teacher, Stikine School District
Lew Jones, T cher, North Vancouver School District
Virginia MacC rthy, Consultant, Cowichan School District

N Kathy 011ila, eacher, Sooke School District ,

Pat Rutherford, Teacher, Caribou-Chilcotin School District
Luisa Sessions, Tècher, Victoria School District
Sally Terakita, Tea her, Coquitlam School District

Grade 8

Larry Ballard, Teacher, Invermere School District
Al Boerema, Teacher, Independent School, Surrey
Bill Costain, Principal, Nelson School District'
Bart Deeter, Science Helping Teacher, Surrey
Peter Demchuk, Teacher, Saanich School District
Ian Johnson, Teacher, Kimberley School District
Scott Nicholson, Teacher, Burnaby School District
Ken Serl, Vice-Principal, Kamloops School District
Bill Smith, TeacherrChilliwack School District
Marguerite Sykes, Trustee, Merritt School District
Pat Tait, Teacher, South Okanagan School District
Kathy Wade, Teacher, Langley School District
Reg Wild, University of British Columbia
Audrey Will, Parent, Vancouver
Dan Young, Teacher, Sooke School District.

.,

Grade,12 , .,

Ken Baker, Teacher; Nanaimo School District

John Betts, Camosun College
Keith Burnett, Teacher, Chilliwack School District
Bob Conran, Teacher, Independent School, Vancouver
Don Cunningham, Teacher, Quesnel School District
Allan Davis, Teacher, Cránbrook School District
Bob Gardner, Teacher, Burnaby School Distrfft
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Marguerite Hall, Trustee, Quesnel School District
Don Jacques,jeacher, Prince George School District
Hollis Kelly, Trustee, Surrey School District
Alice Marquardt, Teacher, Peace River South 'School rict
Elaine Murphy, Teacher, Nanaimo School District
Neil Risebrough, University of British Columbia
Lynn Sturgeon, Parent, North Vancouver
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